Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Electricity supply play important role to provide services such as natural gas supply, water supply, transportation, communication, financial, commercial & health care services. On site distributed energy resources (DER) are installed by commercial and many residential customers to increase reliability of electrical power supply. But still no mechanism to adopt & coordinate these customer owned DER to supply power to critical load at distribution level. Therefore a place to organize, manage and convert customer owned DER into smart micro grid system to integrate critical load power supply at distribution level. Electrical power generation capacity of distribution system can be organize & utilized by smart micro grid concepts.
IDAPS MICROGRID
IDAPS is group of several autonomous power systems. Autonomous power systems are identifying with existing power network for autonomous operation, independent of grid on the event of grid failure. IDAPS secured critical distribution load located near APS during outage/faults via distributed power generations. Intelligent agent provides communication to generator, load & controlling devices with other elements in the cell. The intelligent agent coordinates with generators, loads & control utilities to prevent loss of such critical load in smart & efficient manner. 
Control & Communication Architecture
A framework is developed for intelligent distributed autonomous power system (IDAPS). IDAPS is a special purpose micro grid designed for customer owned DER for residential as well as commercial consumer. 
IDAPS Supply-Driven-Demand Management
The IDAPS micro grid has a bulletin board to transact business by electricity buyers and sellers. The decision is based on real time electricity price offered by supplier in grid. The residential as well as commercial customer having choice to buy electricity from most economic distributed generators on normal & outage conditions. Scheduled availability of electricity supply will be posted on bulletin board with price & quantity of electricity to be sold for next 24 hours.
IDAPS Agent Base Framework
IDAPS is multi-agent concept which is based on web service layer. Multi-agent system is an idea to break a complex problem into smaller simple problems handled by several entities. A software based entity that sense and respond to change in signal to accomplish individual goal is known as agent. 
SIMULATIONS & RESULTS
A MATLAB model of IDAPS is developed. The proposed model has three 65KVA distributed generators, two critical loads 50 KW each, normal load 50KW & circuit breakers. 
RESULTS
Three cases are observed with proposed model.
Transition from Grid-Connected to Islanded
Mode and Securing Critical Loads 
CONCLUSIONS
The Intelligent Distributed Autonomous Power System (IDAPS) concept is presented, also describing the IDAPS parts & simulation model. The main focuses on coordinating DER units concern with the same utility. The IDAPS designed for managing customer owned DER in the distribution network. The novel supply-driven-demand management model keep demand side management (DSM) within the IDAPS micro grid under normal operating conditions and allows critical loads to be served during emergency conditions. IDAPS micro grid communicates with one another and also ensures portability and interoperability among various DG systems via utilization of web services enables components.
